GLOBAL JET

THE NEW GENEVA OFFICES

In today’s world where image and perception are paramount, the office is no longer just a workspace, it is a whole distinct universe, encapsulating the values, identity and style of a company. The new Global Jet Geneva office is an illustration of this evolution. The reception area is elegant yet welcoming, the décor is modern, the effect is stylishly understated. This is Global Jet’s world. All one can see is windows and natural light, synonymous in a workspace with communication and productivity. The Global Jet teams – Charter, Customer Flight Support and Operations - are organised in cleverly planned open spaces. The in-flight Services, Accounting, IT and Aircraft management departments are quietly installed in offices separated by glass walls. Also, glass meeting rooms adeptly break up the floor, creating areas of semi-privacy. You might hear murmurs and snippets regarding the 56 private jets under management or the arrival into the fleet of the brand new Global Express XRS, the Falcon 7 X and the Falcon 2000 EX - all three available for charter - but there is no chaos of noise, it’s a focussed buzz. The sixty employees work in an atmosphere that is stimulating, calm and collected, where communication happens naturally and effectively. However, an office is not just a space, it is also a location. Global Jet has mastered the concept by moving in just a breath away from Geneva’s private aviation terminal. At no. 4 Chemin des Papillons in Geneva, the office is a reflection of all the elements that have established the success of Global Jet: strong leadership, efficiency, quality of service and stylish attention to detail. Not only has the company perfectly encapsulated its image and values, it has reinforced its presence in the private aviation sector.